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Introductory Notes 
of the Mayor

Banja Luka's strategic goal is to become a developed capital of the Re
public, a regional center in the Southeastern Europe, and a modern,
European city. Among its developmental focuses towards the imple
mentation of these strategic goals are the plans for strategic develop

ment of culture, tourism and services. Banja Luka already has dozens of cultural
institutions and organizations, an increasingly vibrant cultural scene, a devel
oped and even more demanding audience for cultural events. Such an environ
ment also requires new, adequate facilities for concerts, theatre pays, operas,
exhibitions, events of various kinds, therefore, a new and larger concert hall
and theater hall. The existing capacities of the Banski Dvor or the city theaters,
as the epicenter of an indoor cultural events, have long been insufficient.

Also, for economic development, as well as for the development of con
gress and conference tourism, and various manifestations, fairs, ceremonies,
celebrations, commemorations of significant events and persons, promotions
and similar events, there has long been a need for adequate facilities in the City,
where a large number of participants would be able to hold plenary sessions or
work in workshops/panels at the same time. Therefore, there is a need for a
congress/conference center with the associated facilities.

Nowadays, Banja Luka is rapidly evolving and obtaining new outlines, urban
units, new postcard images for the 21st century, and a project of a multifunc
tional congress/conference/concert hall has all the attributes of becoming a
new functional and aesthetic, recognizable epitome and symbol of the City.

After the largest city bridge, whose construction will commence in 2020, and
the urban area remodeling project  the city center, this is going to be the third
major 21st century facility/project.

Welcome to a new image being born in our city.
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A word from the City Architect

Banja Luka is a dynamic developing city. In addition to its physical
growth, it enhances the existing as well as new urban purposes. Its
position and significance in the region necessitates new contents
that would make it one of the logical, gravitating centers in the

Western Balkans. Culture, education, science and tourism are the branches
that this city has developed at a certain level and the need for their upgrad
ing is a constant process of any strategic vision.
The idea that Banja Luka should be given a multifunctional facility, where the
mentioned purposes would be connected, is precisely one step in the strate
gic vision of the city. In addition to local, its function and capacities should
meet wider, regional needs for this type of a facility. The cultural offer is
therefore expanding and creating optimal conditions for the development of
concert, ballet and opera arts, since the existing capacities in the city have
long been exceeded in technological and parametric aspects.
In addition to the cultural offer, the future facility complex will also serve as a
congress center that combines the phenomena of the exchange of scientific
knowledge, science and education.
The aforementioned activities are accompanied by exhibiting activities, cater
ing, business, administration and other necessary purposes.
The concept of multifunctionalhybrid facility aims to utilize the space with
out reducing comfortable use and technology of its purpose.
Finally, the modern mobility of users and the constant acceleration of the
rhythm of life, and the development of new needs also indicate that the fu
ture construction complex will contribute to the development of tourist
offer of the city.
This undertaking implements a part of the vision of the future city on the
river Vrbas and changes the paradigm of its importance and meaning. In addi
tion to the functional/ parametric, there is a semantic significance of the fu
ture complex  the new contents at a new place in a new part of the city…
implicates a symbiosis of development, growth and progress ... Banja Luka
deserves it.
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL HALL/CONGRESS CENTER

PROGRAMMING TASKS

Introduction

"A modern European city where human rights are exercised and where citizens
and visitors are offered equal opportunities to actively participate in the life of the
city, in which young people are highly regarded. Safe, humane and healthy urban
surroundings rich in culture and sports, where entrepreneurship, knowhow, capa
bilities and results are recognized and valued".1

Multifunctional symbiosis  congresses, 
concerts, theater and hotel 

There are a few multipurpose economy branches that the City of Banja Luka
wishes to enhance as they offer better business advantages than any other
economy branch.  
In the narrow sense, concert and theater activities belong in the field of culture
that contribute to the development and "upgrading" of society. Their role in
the urban environment is manifested through acceleration of urban life; based
on its quality, it can become a reference income branch.
Congress activity encompasses expanded scientific, professional and education
branches. Meetings of this kind present the latest professional and knowledge
able achievements in a particular field, which includes the environment in which
the meeting takes place in the map and cycle of agendas of a particular scien
tific field.
Both aforementioned activities can also be related to tourism. They are specific
as they can take place not only at venues convenient for such activities in terms
of necessary infrastructure and facilites, accessibility and other necessary spa
tial capacities, but also at venues that are adequate in terms of ambiance. It is
exactly this element that brings in the concept of tourism in picture. 
The given views clearly indicate the polyvalent symbiosis of all stated activities
and their potentials. Architectural and spatial framework for their implementa
tion is facilitie:

1 Program task for development of the City of Banja Luka Urban Plan, November 22, 2017, 
Council for development of the City of Banja Luka urban plan, Banja Luka, 2017
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compound multipurpose facility for concerts, congresses and theater
plays, including accompanying facilities. 

The construction of such a facility contributes to the implementation of the
strategic commitments through implementation of the following goals:

Upgrading the urban identity of Banja Luka. The planned new part of the city
with new facilities represents the ambience that develops into a new urban
identity; the architectural characteristics of the new facilities and the character
of their purpose enhance the mentioned identity and indicate the future devel
opments in this aspect of the growth of the urban zone.

Activating the surrounding urban zones. The existing purposes at the site in
clude administrative, trade and sport facilities, all of which, except trade ones,
are operated at certain times of a day or even longer (sports facilities in the
time when there are no sports events) and are not in use. Therefore, new,
planned facilities will enrich the city life on the site since they are used, practi
cally, 24 hours.

Social benefit. The social benefit of this project is great especially in terms of
the city cultural offers.

Metropoliten Banja Luka. The envisaged facilities will continue the transforma
tion of the city of Banja Luka into a real metropolitan center  the center of the
region, the gate of the region, the educational, cultural, economic, tourist, ad
ministrative headquarters of Republika Srpska.

Site`s background

The wider area of the site was one of the most attractive ones in the city in the
period of AustroHungary. As such, it was used only for military purposes and
had many green areas, some of which have been preserved by the present
time. A huge area, which is today intersected with the Boulevard of Serbian
army (Bulevar Srpske vojske), was originally used as a military camp during the
Ottomans. Afterwards, in 1878, next to the barracks, at the site of today’s uni
versity campus, it also included the area of a military hospital and a dormitory
for wounded soldiers, today’s Mladen Stojanovic Park (picture No. 01), and the
area of today’s Republic of S Government building and the residential area
AlejaCentar (picture No. 02). 

On a broader perspective, apart from the abovestated, there is also a City sta
dium, and a whole range of public facilities along St. Sava Alley (Aleja Sv. Save),
villas from the AustroHungarian period and the old railway station site in Kralja
Petra I Kradjordjevica Street and "Zenit” shopping center. To northeast and
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east, there is a condominium of residential and business facilities under con
struction, and the newly constructed "Delta planet" shopping mall. Olimpic
winers Street (Ulica Olimpijskih pobjednika), which connects Boulevard of Ser
bian army (Bulevar Srpske vojske) and Kralja Petra I Karadjordjevica Street was
constructed in recent period. Together with a section of Gunduliceva Street it
represents the bone of traffic infrastructure of this part of the city.2

Picture No.01 – barracks to accommodate the wounded in the area of park
"Mladen Stojanović", footge from the period 18781914.

Picture No. o2  airphoto location 
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The site`s symbolic potentials 
The introduction of new facilities to the area more or less changes, continues or
negates the semantic aspect of the space – site. 
Semantical potential lies with: 

 Macro and microspatial structure 
 Collective association that the site evokes 
 Place`s character 

Macro and microspatial structure suggests the interconnection of the past and
present. Macro urban structure on the site represents the system of the so
called open building, characteristic of Banja Luka and its heritage. The pattern
was defined based on capital works from the period of the Vrbas banovina (ad
ministrative unit during the reign of ban) and it continued to the present times.
The facilities were built one next to the other, positioned in an open green area. 
The center facilities will be freestanding and surrounded by green area, just like
the already existing facilities in the immediate surroundings. In this way, the po
sition of modern structures in space indicates today’s system of values rooted
in the site’s tradition.

Collective association that the site evokes represents the popular sensation of
the site’s ambiance. The present situation demonstrates the latest tendencies
in Banja Luka’s development. It denotes the system of values for the future and
connotes further development based on principles visible in situ. The new facili
ties build up on the aesthethics of the already existing ones. The association
that the site evokes is preserved and it continues to exist within the same value
system. Spatial and visual standards are part of this semantic potential; collec
tive memory records the atmosphere of the new city, creating thereby oppor
tunity for the future labels such as: new Belgrade, new Zagreb, and,
consequently, new Banja Luka! Multifunctional hall/congress center will proba
bly, being similar to the already existing facilities on site by their height and di
mensions, set visual and other standards. 

Place`s character will also continue to exist as such and will be enhanced. The
existing facilities are public, modern in terms of their architecture and they are
of strategic significance to the community. The place`s character is, therefore,
preserved and developed in the same way and sense.
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The symbolic potential of the site is in this case exploited and enhanced by opt
ing for the construction of facilities whose purpose and physical characteristics,
as well as an assumed visual expression, completely fit into the immediate and
wider surroundings.

Spatial planning basis for 
defining the subject contents

The regulation plan "Centar Aleja” defines convenient site for the abovestated
project on convenient land plots. The land plot is plot no. 1636/45.

The overview of valorization process of the site planned for the multifunctional
hall indicates that it was chosen with reason and that type of activities that will
be implemented there is in full compliance with strategic development orienta
tion of the city. 
The introduction of new facilities at the indicated site represents continuity in
the development of this part of the city, both in terms of facilities` purpose and
architectural capacities of the complex that will be built. The enhancement of
urban life quality on the site, once the complex has been built, will be reflected
in the fact that both facilities will be used 24 hours, unlike the two dominant fa
cilities – the Republic of Srpska Government building and the City stadium. 
This adds to disposability of the site and its immediate surroundings. Construc
tion of highrise buildings, which was initiated when the Republic of Srpska
Government building was constructed, will be continued. This will upgrade the
visual identity of the site and its immediate surroundings.  
The spatial challenges of the new complex can be met through the already set
planning parameters. Road accessibility is optimal. The road capacity is suffi
cient and roads are in the immediate vicinity of the site. Additionally, meeting
spatial challenges in terms of access to any necessary traffic type is possible.
The purpose of the new and the already existing facilities is the same. 
The new complex represents the fulfillment of strategic objectives set in the
Program Task for the Development of Urban Plan, more specifically under the
document’s tourism, catering and hospitality section, and, partially, under edu
cation and science section. 
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The same sort of compliance can be seen regarding the objectives set out in the
Spatial Plan of the City of Banja Luka in the same chapters. Therefore, we can
conclude that the introduction of congress activities complements in an indi
rect way a strategic document. 

Available infrastructure 
The site is completely provided with insulation networks that can meet require
ments of new facilities with adequate capacity upgrade. 

Traffic 
The site of the competition is located at the crossroads of two streets with four
lanes and a roundabout. The mentioned streets, Gunduliceva and Olimpic win
errs Boulevard, completely satisfy freeflow road capacities and they will be op
erational for at least 20 next years. For the site it would be possible to build
circumferential accesible roads in order to provide access to the underground
garages. 

Excerpt from Regulatory 
Plan "CENTAR ALEJA"

The position of the spatial entity on the city map is determined by a high level
of space development, with a combination of different functions that cause a
high population frequency, and imposes a need for a distinctly shaped urban
form.
Giving form to the existing physical structures and adjusting their purpose to
their position in the space as well as building new ones, which are the product
of the needs of the present time, are one of the basic planning tasks regarding
the city urban core.
The proposed basic concept of spatial organization has retained the historic
urban matrix of the city, which, based on the previously constructed objects
and the existing street network, is easily recognizable.
The concept of space division in blocks has been retained, where interventions
were made in the sense of their final urban reconstruction, in order to form
complete spatialfunctional micro units.
Construction zone for building of a multifunctional hall is planned at the corner
of the Olimpic Winerrs Street and Gunduliceva Street with prescribed parame
ters, which must be used when creating technical documentation and it is
marked as Zone no. МF1 (multifunctional zone). For the specified zone follow
ing parameters are defined in the text section of the "Centar Aleja” Regulation
Plan: 
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Building typology: semidetached houses and freestanding buildings 

Envisaged purpose: A separate zone for the construction of a multifunctional
hall with certain construction parameters has been defined within the zone MF1
 graphic annex: Spatial organization plan, which must be respected when cre
ating technical documentation (concert hall, sports hall and similar facilities for
a large number of people with accompanying facilities in function of the main
facility: catering, service activities, etc.).

Vertical gauge: Precise vertical gauge of the buildings will be defined in the
technical documentation, in accordance with the prescribed parameters, as de
fined in the graphic annex of the Spatial Organization Plan.

Position of buildings and horizontal gauge: the position of buildings on the
plot is determined by construction line. The precise horizontal gauges of the
buildings and their position will be defined in the technical documentation, in
accordance with the prescribed parameters, as defined in the graphic annex of
the Spatial Organization Plan.

Development of a construction lot:  development of a construction lot must be
done in a way that it is necessary to landscape areas within the concerned con
struction lots and to plan a proper pedestrian path within the complex accord
ing to the defined purpose.
Landscaping models are described in the appropriate chapter of this document.

Underground gauge: Underneath the planned facilities, it is possible to build
underground floors, intended primarily for the accommodation of auxiliary and
accompanying rooms. It is also possible to use the underground floor for park
ing the vehicles belonging to the building users. Parking standards are defined
in the appropriate rool book.
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MF1MULTIFUNCTIONAL ZONE (ZONING MULTIFUNCTIONAL
HALL/CONGRESS CENTER)

EXISTING PUBLIC GREEN AREAS

PLANNED PUBLIC GREEN AREAS

EXISTING ROAD AREAS

PLANNED ROAD AREAS

EXISTING BICYCLE PATH

EXISTING DENDROFOND

PLANNED DENDROFOND
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Site parametars

Slika br.04 – airphoto location

 The sites of Multifunctional hall/congress center is: 1636/45

 Planned plot surface of the Multifunctional hall/congress center: 
8.508,00 m2

Parameters based on the existing regulation documents:
Exploitation coefficient – 4,2
Lot coverage – 0,8
Aboveground gross floor area – 35.000,00 m2
Minimum of green area – 20%

The complex is planned to be constructed between Mladen Stojanovic Park,
Olimpic Winners Street and Boulevard of Serbian army, which is M4 road direc
tion. Immediate proximity of significant, but versatile facilities of the complex
adds to the site’s favorable position for such purposes as it is close to the Re
public of Srpska Government Building, City stadium, park "Mladen Stojanovic”
and the shopping mall "Delta planet”. In this way, the congress center is com
plemented by the other stated facilities and this makes the center’s immediate
surroundings its operational support. On the other hand, the multifunctional
hall/congress center complements other site’s facilities, making them more us
able and efficient. 
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Picture No.05 – position
location within 
the urban matrix

Multifunctional 
hall/congress center

Picture No.06 – 
location of the
complex within
the urban fabric
Banja Luke

Multifunctional 
hall/congress center
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Program of Content

Concept 

The multifunctional hall / congress center in Banja Luka has the role of develop
ment engine of one segment of tourism and cultural offer of the City of Banja
Luka. The complex in question should be multipurpose and it should aim at en
hancing not only the city`s, but also the regional potentials. Its purpose, capaci
ties, spatial structure and form should add to its general surroundings and
make them dynamic, developmentoriented, inclusive and sustainable. Banja
Luka`s huge congress tourism potential should be materialized with this proj
ect`s implementation. 
The expected effects of the facilities` construction are expected to be also pro
motional, economic, financial, cultural and political. 
Banja Luka is situated within an imaginary triangle formed by the regional me
tropolises Belgrade (Serbia), Sarajevo (Bosnia and Herzegovina) and Zagreb
(Croatia). This considerably adds to the city’s strategic position on the Balkans
Peninsula. Relative proximity between Banja Luka and the mentioned cities cre
ates conditions for increased number of visits to the complex. The offered facil
ities have the potential to also attract visitors form wider region, Central
Europe, Mediterranean and the Middle East. 

Spatial content 

The complex with multifunctional hall/congress center should satisfy the fol
lowing purposes:

 Concert, opera, ballet and theater
 Other cultural activities
 Congress tourism
 Administrative activity
 Commercial activity
 Catering
 Media Centre

The above listed facilities are articulated within architectural and spatial struc
tures at location and represent one spatial element consisting of the following
segments:

1. Congressconcert center with multipurpose hall ca 1500 seats
2. Small concert hall with са 200 seats 
3. Working space for filcharmony
4. Theater hall with ca 700 seats
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5. Exhibition hall for permanent and occasional exhibitions
6. Administration section
7. Press center 
8. Restaurants, coffee shops
9. Traffic
10. Auxiliary facilities

Picture No. 07 – plot concert ant congress center with existing vehicular access

1. Congressconcert center with multipurpose hall ca 1500 seats

The backbone of this facility is a 1500seat concert hall. The hall also serves as a
venue for concerts and plenary conference sessions. The basic content is sup
ported by ancillary spaces such as the access hall, dressing rooms, restrooms,
etc. 
The form (proportions) and volume of the hall are adapted to the requirements
of the acoustics at a given number of listeners and spectators, so that adequate
values of acoustic parameters can be achieved there. In that sense:

 the volume of the hall should be around 15.000 m2,
 "shoe box” format of the hall is desirable with modifications allowed
that contribute to the acoustic quality,
 An auditorium in a hall of this capacity should have a ground floor, bal
cony and shallow galleries around the perimeter, with geometry allow
ing a good view of the scene, 
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 maximum distance of viewers from the stage at any level should not
be longer than 35 m,
 the stage surface should be around 250 m2,
 The VIP box (presidential box) in this hall has a capacity of ten seats
and a separate access is connected to the VIP parking in the under
ground garage.

The perimeter walls of the hall must not be in contact with the "noisy" rooms
such as: foyer, cafeterias, restaurants, showrooms, etc. In optimal spots around
the hall should be the "quiet" technical rooms such as: sound directing, light de
sign, video design, a projection booth with a video projector and a sufficient
number of booths for translators. The stage should be sorrounded by the fol
lowing:

 Communication rooms for the musicians (symphony orchestra, choir),
Separate warehouses of adequate size for larger musical instruments
(pianos, percussion instruments), for stage mobile furniture (chairs,
note boards, practicables) and for audio equipment (microphone
stands, cables, loudspeakers),
 soloist rehearsal rooms.

The required criterion for ambient noise in a concert hall is NR15. To achieve
this, it is necessary to provide the following:
organize the building so that the hall can be dilated from the rest of the build
ing,

 the hall must be drawn away from the façade and surrounded on all
sides by spaces where there are no strong sources of sound,
 there should be sufficient space at all entrances to the hall to provide
doubledoor buffer zones,
 the space under the hall floor to pump the air through the diffusers in
the floor,
 space above the interior ceiling of the hall to extract the air.

The facility should provide engine room for the ventilation and airconditioning
systems to meet the highest quality standards for a concert hall. This requires:

 large crosssection ventilation channels 
 a room in a position sufficiently far from the engine room with aircon
ditioning chambers and other machinery.

For the concerts requiring sound system, the hall is equipped with motorized
banners or similar devices, which help to reduce the reverberation period suffi
ciently, if fnecessary.

2. Small concert hall with 200 seats

This space makes the concert offer more efficient and flexible. It is intended for
holding chamber music concerts and monodrama, as well as various types of
recitals and performances. The small hall does not have additional facilities, but
uses the auxiliary capacities of the large concert hall.
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3. Philharmonia Workspace 

is where the daily work of the Philharmonic Orchestra takes place. This includes
the following premises:

 rehersal room of 250 m2,
 premises for individual and joint rehersals of musicians:

string instruments 
wind instruments and percussion instruments
rehersal room 

 dressing rooms for musicians,
 management offices,
 23 suites for visiting musicians 
 audiovizual room with a library
 recording studio
 workshop for maintenance of music instruments 

4. Theatre hall with around 700 seats 

Theater with a hall of about 700 seats is a spatial enhancement of the existing
cultural facilities in Banja Luka. It is a contemporary hall whose spatial structure,
dimensions and technology make it possible to present plays demanding in
terms of audiovisual expressions such as:

classical and contemporary theater plays
classical and contemporary ballet performances
classical and contemporary opera performances
musical theatre
combined stage events

This facility has its own schedule of activities due to continuous rehearsals of
the parent and visiting troupes and it is impossible to combine it spatially with
other premises in the center. Considering that the dominant, more demanding
content of the hall  classical performances with decor, similar to a concert hall,
the basic parameter is the cubature due to the acoustics requirements. The
total volume of this hall should be around 3500,00 m3, or about 4.5  5.0 m3 per
visitor. The auditorium in this capacity hall should have a ground floor, a bal
cony and shallow galleries around the perimeter, with geometry that allows a
good view of the stage, and the maximum distance of viewers from the stage
at any level should be no more than 35 m.
The hall of this capacity requires to be resolved as a parterre with a balcony for
the sake of lines and distance viewing of the stage, as well as the possibility of
reducing the theater to 500 seats with the appropriate mobile partition system.
The VIP (presidential box) in this hall has a capacity of ten seats and a special ac
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cess to the VIP parking space in the underground garage.
I talso includes:

 large and small rehearsal rooms, ballet rehearsals, choir rehearsals,
solo rehearsals,
 director
 directing rehersals
 booths for sound, light and video
 decor workshop
 costume wardrobe
 joint dressing rooms for different segments: choir, ballet, oepra and
drama 
 room for makeup artists 
 haidresser room
 coffee shop
 restrooms

The stage should meet the conditions for performing classical drama plays and
include the following:

 main stage of about  150,00 m2

 two side stages, each of about 150,00 m2

 back stage of about 150,00 m2

 decor warehose with several units covering about 500,00 m2 in total
 rotating and lifting stage  
 orchestra pit 

The sizes shown here also indicate the parametric principle based on which,
decor storage occupies approximately the same area as the stages in the classi
cal stage setting.
Tract with several chamber halls. This part of the space is intended for holding
lectures, gatherings and meetings for 20 to 100 participants. These halls are
used to hold multitheme conferences that are processed in parallel time peri
ods. They do not have special auxiliary facilities but rely on the main the space.

5. Exhibition hall for permanent and occasional exhibitions

This space represents the expansion of exhibition and museum capacities of
the city of Banjaluka. It consists of two parts: permanent and occasional exhibi
tion settings. 
The permanent setting can include contemporary art or native character and
thematic contents such as, for example, the theater, economic or cultural tradi
tion of the city. 
The occasional setting follows the rhythm of contemporary art, encompassing
visiting exhibitions and congress materials, and constantly complementing the
existing city capacities. These spaces are also used for congress purpose. They
exhibit material related to congress events as well as other program concepts 
drama, ballet, opera and the like. This space is supplemented with the corre
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sponding auxiliary premises of appropriate wardrobes, cafes, directory room,
storage rooms and the like.

6. Administration section

This spatial segment includes office premises related to congress events. Spa
tial wise, they represent an independent entity that can be attached, if neces
sary, to other offers of the center. There is an idea to create an Republic of
Srpska financial center as well as a stock exchange within this area. These can
be supplemented with office renting capacity. The designed spaces create con
ditions for more efficient work and cooperation of the mentioned organiza
tions.

In principle, the future complex will have four institutions that need to have
their own administrative part, namely: concert activity, theater, philharmonic
and congress center, so each of them will have offices for:

 Manager
 Technical Secretary
 Artistic Director
 Marketing
 Small meeting rooms
 Production
 Cashier
 Archive
 Personal service

7. Press centre 

The press service headquarters is a place for media reporting. Activities in the
complex require constant media presence, production and broadcasting of in
formation. It consists of a press center hall with 100 seats, boxes for reporters
and auxiliary facilities. It is standardized by a parameter of 2.0 m2 per user.

8. Restaurants, coffee shops

The center's catering facilities include boarding, national and thematic restau
rants, fast food, hot and cold buffet meals as well as cafeterias. It has a part re
lated to certain contents such as congress halls and administrative part as well
as its own independent segment.
Catering service includes:

 "central" restaurant with 1000 seats (250 tables) with classic offer. It is
intended for provision of food services for conference participants in
the restaurant offer system, buffet table and cocktail service. The space
needs to be flexible and to have restaurant space for 250 tables with 4
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seats and within buffet and cocktail system to serve about 1000 users.
 national restaurant with 200 seats (50 tables) serves national cuisine.
 "piazzetta" of national cuisines makes a unique space with stalls of
world cuisines in the selfservice system. The unique space of "pi
azzetta" should contain 200 places (50 tables with 4 seats or 100 tables
with 2 seats).
 VIP (Presidential) Lounge with secured access from the VIP parking in
the underground garage. The Lounge has a capacity of 20 seats.

Kitchen capacities are standardized in relation to the offer system and the stan
dard of serving guests. The mentioned restaurants, besides the "piazzetta",
need to have the conditions for organizing the highest rank of service. All the
described spaces can be grouped or dispersed around the complex.

9. Traffic

Garages, parking lots and economically (supplying approaches) to the internal
network, are of stationary traffic infrastructure element support to the func
tioning of the center. This facility has several items:

 parking of passenger cars for the public,
 parking of passenger vehicles for the administrative unit,
 VIP parking in the basement with separate, secured entrance and
acess to a concert and theather hall
 economics (supplying access) performing and tehnical spaces for
trucks.
Vehicle storage is provided within the location. Dimensioned according
the norms of parking spaces 1 to 20 visitors (multifunctional hall and a
theater, a total of 2000 visitors with the addition of administration and
general part) to give the approximate number of parking spaces, about
100 of the total surface area of about 3,000.00 m2. Provide a stop for
bus stop for the audience and performers.

10. Auxiliary facilities. 

These spaces include technical installation rooms for heating systems, air condi
tioning, power units, provision of space, technical communications, economic
access, warehouses for equipment and groceries and evacuation strips. If the
investment permits the additional heating and cooling of the internal space of
the complex on geothermal energy, besides the large financial savings in the
exploitation of the entire building, the technical space for heating and air condi
tioning facilities will be significantly reduced.
Sanitary facilities include space for audience, group sanitary facilities for per
formers and the separate ones, as a part of the wardrobes for drama soloists
and drama master. Group sanitary facilities are dimensioned on the basis of the
parameter of 1 toilet spots per 20 visitors or performers. The relationship be
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tween male and female toiletries is halfhalf. The total capacity of toiletries is
dispersed proportionally by the floors used by the visitor and the performers.
The total capacity of toilets for theater is around 100 sanitary spots.
Wardrobes for audience are located in the main entrance hall. They are dimen
sioned on the basis of the parameter of 1 m1 counter for 70 people. The visitors’
wardrobe space is 0.2 m2 per visitor, which in this case is about 400.00 m2.
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